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GoldCub
Decentralised Diamond Trading Platform - Transectra
The cryptocurrency for BRICS/Developing Nations.

© 2017 GoldCub, Ltd.
Note: This document is a work in progress. Active research and development is under way, and we will update this document as we make progress.

Disclaimer
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT AS TO THE
ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR
OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).
The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements
of a contractual relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that any material in this
white paper is accurate and up to date, such content in no way constitutes the provision of
professional advice. GoldCub does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability whatsoever
arising from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or completeness of any
material contained in this white paper. Investors and potential GoldCub token holders should
seek appropriate independent professional advice before relying on or entering into any
commitment or transaction based on, material published in this white paper, which material is
purely published for reference purposes alone.
GoldCub will not be intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This white paper
does not represent a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to
constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.
GoldCub does not provide any opinion on any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact
with GoldCub and the fact of presentation of this white paper shall not form the basis of, or
be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision.
No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment concerning the
sale and purchase of GoldCub, and no cryptocurrency or another form of payment is to be
accepted on the basis of this WhitePaper.
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1

Executive Summary

In this chapter, we will go over what GoldCub is, and why now is the ideal time for this
product to succeed.

1.1

Abstract

Since 2011, Bitcoin has been the de-facto cryptocurrency for payments. The introduction of
Bitcoin has led to low-cost transactions, global payment accessibility, payment transparency,
crowdfunding and more potential use-cases that have yet to be discovered.
Bitcoin has enabled a new form of global peer-to-peer commerce to develop within the
worldwide payment ecosystem.
New cryptocurrencies (like Monero and Dash) were created. These cryptocurrencies had
unique value propositions, structures, and use-cases. Soon after, Ethereum and its ERC-20
standard was developed, further enabling developers to build specialized cryptocurrencies
with features optimized for specific use-cases.
At the time of writing, cryptocurrencies have more than $50,000,000,000[1] of market cap
spread across the top 20 non-bitcoin coins and tokens.
Despite the tremendous value of all of these cryptocurrencies, there are no existing solutions
for members of BRICS nations to transact securely, reliably and with emphasis for spendability.

1.2 Executive Summary
Goldcub is a cryptocurrency with a mission to maximize impact for BRICS and developing
nations. Our currency enables individuals around the world to reliably deposit, store and
spend funds.
We’re privately funded, and looking to raise an additional round through an ICO.
We want to develop a cryptocurrency built for usability and functionality. Currencies like Dash,
Monero, Zcash execute tradeoffs between decentralization in exchange for performance.
We’re interested in trading off decentralization in exchange of currency spendability.
Our product will have the following advantages over other payment solutions:

GoldCub

1.

Low transaction speeds.

2.

Low fees.

3.

A community-driven governance system.

4.

A community-driven voting system for feature development.

5.

An application ecosystem that will encourage spending:
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The application ecosystem includes:
•

Mobile App with spending integrations.
•

Flight Purchases (Coming Soon)

•

Ecommerce Integrations

•

Crypto Debit Card (Coming Soon)

•

Crypto Investment Portfolio

GoldCub will soon begin its ICO (“Initial Coin Offering”). Any capital raised during the ICO
will be used to speed up the product development process, improve our product offerings,
scale our marketing campaign, and create strategic partnerships with influential companies
and individuals.
In its first phase GoldCub will be reliant on Ethereum ECR20 standards because of its
popularity and acceptance among the blockchain community.
In the second phase, GoldCub will be run on its own proprietary blockchain platform
‘Transectra’ to ensure seamless integration across the globe.

GoldCub
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2. Background
2.1. Traits of Money
Traits of Money
Fungible (Interchangeable)
Secure (Cannot be counterfeited)
Durable
Easily Transact-able
Portability
Non-Consumable
Highly Divisible
Scarce (Predictable Supply)
Sovereign (Government Issued)
Decentralized
Smart (Programmable)

GoldCub
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Gold

Fiat
(US Dollar)

Crypto
(BitCoin)

2.2. A Brief History of Money
Bronze Age
•

Commodity Money

•

Credit

•

Debt

1000BCE-400 AD
•

Standardized coinage

•

Roman banking system

400-1450 AD
•

Medieval coins and moneys of account

•

Banknotes

•

Trade Bills of exchange

•

Tallies

•

Double entry bookkeeping

After 1450 AD
•

Goldsmith bankers

•

Demand deposits

•

Banknotes

Modern Age
•

Digitization of money

•

Advancements in cryptography

•

Blockchain

•

Cryptocurrencies

2.3 Problems with Fiat Currency
Fiat money is a monetary system that allows a Government to print money without having to
have an actual support for its value. Inflation alone has eroded 43% of the US dollar’s value in
the last 15 years. The drastic increase in money supply can help reduce a nation's debt but at
the cost of depreciated value for individuals. The disadvantages in this paper money not only
lie on oversupply but are also coupled with problems in higher fees for transactions, lack of
security, counterfeit and information theft.

GoldCub
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The following chart shows the devaluation rate of 5 top global fiat currencies:
44%

Percentage

33%

22%

11%

0%

USD

EURO

YUAN

RUPEES

RIYAL

2.4 Problem with Financial System
A significant portion of consumers uses credit and debit cards for online transactions not
knowing the fact that the e-commerce payment databases are highly likely to be prone to
easier breaches and information could be extracted in a matter of minutes. According to
reports by Nilson, in 2016 credit card frauds amounted to a loss of $24.71 billion, while the
bureau of justice report suggest that more than 17 million incidents of identity thefts took
place in 2014. Federal trade commission reported 300,000 fraud complains in 2015 alone.
Approximately 65% of them lose money, and the range can be disturbing.

2.5 What is Blockchain?
A blockchain is a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked and
secured using cryptography. Each block contains the full record of transaction data for that
block, a link to a previous block, and a timestamp. Block are typically stored on a distributed
network of independently operated computers called nodes. As blocks are added, nodes
verify their validity by consensus. Once agreed upon and added to the chain, a block cannot
be changed.

2.6 What is Cryptocurrency?
A cryptocurrency is a digital asset designed to work as a medium of exchange using
cryptography to secure the transactions and to control the creation of additional units of
the currency. Cryptocurrencies are classified as a subset of digital currencies and are also
classified as a subset of alternative currencies and virtual currencies.

GoldCub
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2.7 Why is Cryptocurrency Valuable?
No Intermediary Necessary
To make any transaction, most people prefer a trusted middleman such as a bank. But the
advent of blockchain enables consumers and suppliers to eliminate the need for a third party
and connect directly.

Immutable
By design, blockchains are inherently resistant to modification of the data. Functionally, a
blockchain can serve as an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between
two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way.

Secure
Via cryptography to keep exchanges secure, blockchain offers a decentralized database,
or "digital ledger," of transactions that can be seen by users available on the network. This
network consists of a chain of computers that must all approve an exchange before it can
be verified and recorded. Unlike centralized storage of information which is a relatively easy
target for hackers, the only way to alter information stored in a blockchain is to take control
of a majority of the nodes operating the network. This is considered practically impossible.

2.8 History of Cryptocurrency
BitCoin is a worldwide cryptocurrency, and digital payment system considered the first
decentralized digital currency. It was invented by an unknown programmer or a group of
programmers, under the name Satoshi Nakamoto and released as open-source software in
2009.
Bitcoin has enabled a new form of global peer-to-peer commerce to develop within the
worldwide payment ecosystem.
•

People from around the world are using Bitcoin to:

•

Pay for goods and services

•

Transfer funds in a transparent and secure fashion

•

Speculate and invest in the future value of other cryptocurrencies.

Problems with Cryptocurrency
Unfortunately, as the size of the Bitcoin community grew, so did the number of inefficiencies
within the Bitcoin protocol. Technical, political, and even philosophical challenges occurred
regarding the direction of Bitcoin.
In response to these drawbacks, new cryptocurrencies (like Monero and Dash) were created.
These cryptocurrencies had unique value propositions, structures, and use-cases. Soon after,
Ethereum and its ERC-20 standard was developed, further enabling developers to build

GoldCub
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specialized cryptocurrencies with features optimized for specific use-cases.
At the time of writing, cryptocurrencies have more than $50,000,000,000[1] of market cap
spread across the top 20 non-bitcoin coins and tokens.
Despite the tremendous value of all of these cryptocurrencies, there are no existing solutions
for members of BRICS nations to transact reliably and with emphasis on ability to spend.
Bitcoin’s transaction fees, for instance, have risen to the point of making it unusable for small
or medium transfers of value.

Avg. Transaction Fee, USD

Bitcoin - Avg. Transaction Fee
20
15
10
5
0

Jan 2017

Apr 2017

Jul 2017

Oct 2017

Both Bitcoin and Ethereum’s transaction times have additionally been drastically slowed due
to an inability to handle the volume of transactions.

Pending Txn Count (Per Minute)

The following chart, for instance, shows the wild swings in pending transactions during the
single week period from December 3rd to 8th due to a clog in the network caused by a
new application on the Ethereum network:
35 k
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None of the available cryptocurrencies have focused on the unique problems present in
BRICS nations. Users in these nations are particularly focused on transaction fees and the
ability to easily onboard to the platform.

GoldCub
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3 Introduction
3.1 What is GoldCub?
Goldcub is a cryptocurrency with a mission to maximize impact for BRICS and developing
nations. Our currency enables individuals around the world to reliably deposit, store, and
spend funds.

3.2 The GoldCub Solution
Our product will have the following advantages over other payment solutions:
•

High transaction speeds

•

Low fees

•

A community-driven governance system

•

A community-driven voting system for feature development

•

An application ecosystem that will encourage spending

The application ecosystem includes:

GoldCub

•

Mobile app w/ spending integrations

•

Flight purchases

•

Ecommerce integrations

•

Crypto debit card

•

Crypto investment portfolio
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4 GoldCub Product Overview
4.1 General Overview
Privacy
Payments with GoldCub can be made and finalized without any personal information being
tied to any transactions; and due to this enhanced privacy of personal information, there is
greater protection against identity theft. Due to the way the blockchain works, the identity of
the user is not important. This means it is secure and kept hidden at all times unless someone
chooses to reveal it. Because all the transactions and information are highly encrypted, even
extreme computational power would require thousands of years to crack it.

Transparency
Using blockchain technology, all finalized transactions are available for everyone in the
network to see. While a public address is visible, personal information is not tied to it. This
means you can tell when a coin was spent, but not by whom.

Control
Accounts that hold traditional or fiat currency can be requisitioned or frozen by authorities,
often without fault of the consumer. Since cryptocurrencies exist outside the traditional
regulatory authorities and frameworks that allow this to happen, it is extremely rare for a
holder to be rendered unable to access their coins, unless illegal activity is proven to have
taken place.

Security
GoldCub's Proof of Stake (POS) model reduces the risk of ‘Miner flaw' and ‘51% attacks'.
Transactions in any cryptocurrency have to be approved and validated by the peer-to-peer
network. This community approval means everyone has a stake in the currency; therefore it is
in the community's interest to ensure security.

Value
There is no third party transferring agents (like a bank) who want their share. The cost of
sending GoldCub is almost zero by comparison to bank transfer costs. As every coin is
accounted in your ledger, merchants cannot charge extra hidden fees without the coin
holder's consent. They must communicate fees to the coin holder before adding charges.

Accessibility
Digital currencies have the potential to offer the unbanked with a low-cost financial platform.
Peer-to-peer transactions and cryptocurrency denominated banks will allow the unbanked to
have a secure, zero-cost method to manage their wealth.

GoldCub
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4.2 Current Development Progress
Leveraging Existing Network
GoldCub already has an existing user-base and community that supports it. Gold members
are already trading amongst themselves using the currency, creating a ready-made economy.
Furthermore, the GoldCub Foundation, whose mission is to educate the untapped audience
of the business community, is driving the uptake of the GoldCub digital currency.

Architecture and Development Design
GoldCub is built on Ethereum, a blockchain-based distributed computing platform that runs
smart contracts. By using Ethereum as the abstract foundational layer, we can implement all
the features and rules on GoldCub directly into smart contracts, which are deployed and
processed by the entire network. On top of Ethereum, we are in the process of building our
Geth. Geth is a multipurpose command line tool that runs a full Ethereum node implemented
in Go.
By using the whole Ethereum infrastructure with the purpose of verifying transactions and
adding new blocks to the blockchain, we minimize any possibility of hacking in the early,
more vulnerable stages of the GoldCub cryptocurrency. Using Ethereum’s ERC20 tokens in
the first phase of our blockchain additionally enables the convenient onboarding of loyal
supporters of Ethereum’s growing community.

GoldCub’s Proprietary Platform: Transectra
The Ethereum public blockchain, as mentioned above, is currently struggling with the issues
of high-transaction fees and slow transaction times. While the Ethereum public blockchain
will be useful in the initial stages of GoldCub, it currently does not permit sufficient scaling
for long-term growth. Within one year after the first round of ICO, we plan to move from
Ethereum to our proprietary smart blockchain platform called Transectra.
Transectra is a blockchain technology that will allow GoldCub users to maintain complete
security in their transactions by a unique architecture that facilitates blazing fast transactions in
minutes.
The Transectra platform will allow every user to extract one-time unique keys from a single
public address specifically for the transaction. Even if the parties are the same across multiple
transactions, the users will use unique one-time keys that cannot imply previous or other
transactions involved. To make transactions untraceable, every output is generated from
multiple inputs while only the destined receivers receive their payments by unlocking the
payment with their private unique for the transaction.
Privacy is scare and high prized luxury in the modern world whereas it should be a regular
one. Right to choice of currency that provides true freedom in making transactions with true
anonymity is one. In regular blockchain technologies, all the information on the transactions
are available for the public to see and verify, while users can use multiple public addresses
to cover up, this leads to pattern recognition in their transaction behavior and expose them.

GoldCub
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Moreover, it is more likely that regular users do not want to maintain several public addresses,
as receiving amounts from the same person in different addresses can be insane. In GoldCub
every user extracts one-time unique keys from a single public address specifically for the
transaction. Even if the parties are same across multiple transactions, the users will use unique
one time keys that cannot imply previous or other transactions involved. To make transactions
untraceable, every output is generated from multiple inputs while only the destined receivers
receive their payments by unlocking the payment with his/her private unique for the
transaction.
Imagine yourself as a citizen of Gold Land, which encompasses the whole world and one
currency for every transaction- GoldCub. All transactions happen in a matter of minutes
with its cutting-edge TransectraTM smart platform. Shopping e-commerce with traditional
currencies and cards exposes the user to the high threat of information theft, extra costs
and hidden charges to maintain the transaction services and the chance of fraud. The
TransectraTM platform ensures identity security through its smart identity cache system
which records every transaction in an impenetrable public ledger, charges Zero fee for intra
GoldCub transfers and subject to heightened security in ensuring the e-commerce payment
destination is not fraudulent.

Decentralized Diamond Trading Platform Built On Transectra
•

Decentralized Marketplace for certified diamonds where seller and buyers meet.

•

The seller must verify individual/company KYC and GoldCub will verify it. Only the
verified seller are allowed to participate.

•

All the inventory must be certified by diamond testing labs.

•

Initially we will support IGI, GIA, and HRD

•

This certification have unique code for each diamond which is physically laser engraved
on Diamond grid.

•

This unique code will be integrated on Blockchain, which will allow users to know whole
history of that particular diamond.

•

The deal between buyer & seller will be executed via smart contracts

•

All Diamonds will be insured by third party smart contracts based insurance company.

•

There will be a decentralized voting Mechanism Judiciary for dispute resolution.

More Technical Details about Diamond Trading Platform
Our platform for diamond marketplace acts as an intermediary, regulating relations and
providing a convenient safe space for the purchase / sale of the service by blockchain
transparent escrow system.
It contains segregated diamond register and founds depository and used technologies of
blockchain and own smart-contracts with private protected part.
Technology will allow diamond owners to upload in register certificates from verification
laboratories and built-in info about laser engraved to authenticate possession and confidence
in diamonds.

GoldCub
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Every diamond protected with blockchain authentication, unique code and contain all details
of diamond, it’s characteristics, actual owner with owner unique id and certificate + engraving
info.
One of the key advantage is an opportunity to view this personal diamond digital passport
of the each diamond on the blockchain register with lifetime history of sells. It’s saved as
a constant recording in the block and cryptographically secured. So digital passport has
individual impression of the current state with whole history of supply chain, could be used
for check authenticity and origin.
Also any diamond passport contains information about actual status of the asset. It could be
open for sells, in process of sell, closed for sells, lost.
Every specific characters of the diamond couldn’t be doubled in the network, it would be
reported. The data is stored simultaneously for all participants in the system and is updated at
the same time.
Due to the absence of a single center, it is impossible to edit or delete information about sell
or specific characteristics of the diamond secretly from other participants.
Any change in the diamond ownership automatically get updated in the marketplace.
We are going to reinforce security and insurance in transactions with tool for the diamond
insurance marketplace inside the platform. It’s additional protection with having traceability
and control with the beneficial for owners with insurance companies.
Distributed resource technology will help reduce transaction costs, accelerate the execution
of transactions and significantly improve their transparency.
Using smart contract every future sales must strongly be opened with checked verified seller,
improved diamond certificate matching, active insurance and proof of funds from the buyer.

4.3 Installation / Setup
GoldCub Wallet
The GoldCub Wallet is a cross-platform wallet, enabling users to store GoldCubs. For the
GoldCubs, the wallet provides the following functionalities:

GoldCub

•

Generate a new address on the blockchain network.

•

View GoldCubs balance and send transactions to other wallets.

•

View transactions, pending releases.

•

View and create staking deposits.

•

Create payment request and display them as QR codes.

•

Scan QR codes to send GoldCubs payment.
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4.4 Fee Structure

GoldCub

•

Transaction Fee: Zero Transaction fees on the wallet to wallet Transfer.

•

Maintenance Fee: Average 1% annually paid daily.

•

Advisor Fee: 10% of the Income paid in GoldCub on monthly audit.

•

Company Fee: Average 3% of profitable income. Paid on daily basis. Out of which 1% will
be donated to charitable trusts & Foundations, on half yearly audit.
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4.5 Timeline / Roadmap

01
Q4
2017

Q1
2018

Q2
2018

Q3
2018

Q4
2018

Q1
2019

Q2
2019

GoldCub
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02

03

04

05

01 Pre -ICO

Concept/Planning
Discover key team members/Partners
Define Vepo vision & ICO strategy.
Create marketing materials for investors, stakeholders.
Create technical roadmap

02 ICO

Fundraising 
Raise funding for next stages
Continue hiring based on funding.
Communicate with investors.

03 Currency

Ongoing Development
Evaluate and execute technical/strategy roadmap
Governance systems (user voting)
Mining structure
Communicate and establish strategic partnerships
Develop democratic platforms
Forums	
Messageboards	
Voting interfaces.

04 Islamic Sharia

Compliance Certification
There will be no investment in any kind of liquor
product, destructive arms & ammunitions, or interest
generating products.
The goal of GoldCub is to promote peace and we
want to make sure GoldCub is not used for any illegal
or Terrorist activities.

05 Transectra

Launch Community transfer
Convert ICO tokens to coin.
Review & fix crypto processes.
Is crypto governance working properly?	
Can we communicate effectively?
Are our features functional?
What new features make sense for Transectra?

5 Vault Program Mechanism
5.1 Participant's Total Proceeds

Balanced Investment

50%

50%

Gold

Major Cryptocurrencies

Advisor’s Fee
Maintainance Fee
Transaction Fee

Distribution of income among vault program participants in form of GoldCub

Note: Vault Program will start working after 30days of ICO completion and will continue upto development of fully functional Transectra.
Income will be distributed by buy back process. Bought out coins will be burned. This will increase liquidity.

GoldCub
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5.2 Vault Program Explained
Balanced distribution of Assets
To develop prerequisites for a long-term increase in value, GoldCub will implement a unique
approach to indirect profit sharing for all of its Vault Program participants.

50%

of total reserves will be invested in gold, which
will provide significant steady growth. It may not offer the huge
return, but we are more concerned about coin holder's investment
security.
Growth

Stability

Stability

Moderate

Moderate

Very Low

50%

of total reserves will be invested in other major
cryptocurrencies like; BitCoin, ethereum etc. The investment will be
followed on behalf of reports by our investment advisors. This will
lead to high growth.

GoldCub
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Growth

Stability

Stability

Very High

Low

High

6 Governance
GoldCub is going to introduce unique voting
mechanism for users to have full control over
the platform.

GoldCub
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7 GoldCub ICO
Before I kick off, I need to assume you already know what an ICO is. If not, please start here.
A combined $23 billion of value is held in BitCoin and Ether, which is largely dormant, yet
accumulating value but which people are reluctant to bring offline where they may have to
pay capital gains taxes. ICOs offer an outlet to invest profits from BitCoin or Ether, converted
into a newly launched crypto token, which in turn adds to their scarcity pushing the price up
and in turn creating a self-reinforcing loop.

7.1 GoldCub Structure
Total Coins offered for Crowdfunding
100.00 Million Coins
20% of the total funds raised from Coin Distribution within the Distribution Period will be
reserved for guaranteed buy back of GoldCub Coins at 70% of the Distribution rate equivalent
to USD. The whole process will take place via escrow and smart contract.
GoldCubs will be distributed in the following manner:

50% Public
50% of the total Coins are available for
Public.

30%

Company’s

30% Reserves for the company are
locked for 24 months period. This step
will ensure the company's interest to
complete the roadmap goals.

15% Team & Advisors
15% Reserves for advisors are locked
for three months. This will prevent any
misuse of GoldCub Coins and ensure the
regulations of demand & supply in the
market.

5% Bonus, Bounty & Marketing
5% of Total GoldCub will be used to
perform Marketing, Advertisement,
Bounty Program and distributing bonus
during ICO.

GoldCub
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7.2 Crowdfunding
This section will describe the ICO process and details surrounding it.
Price of GoldCub are as follows

Pre ICO
(6 weeks)

9.0
$10.0
$12.0
$13.0
$

0.10 M
2.40 M
6.00 M
6.50 M
Total 15.00 M Coins

Price per GCTX

ICO
(4 weeks)

13.5
$14.0
$14.5
$15.0
$

7.50 M
7.50 M

Price per GCTX

10.00 M
10.00 M
Total 35.00 M Coins

Buy back facility is only available for pre ICO investers
70% buyback will be calculated on the closing price of ICO. For example the ICO stops
on more than 50% of $14 stage, the 70% will be calculated on $14 = $9.8 irrespective the
purchase value.
In case of less than 50% of sale in particular stage, previous stage rate will be calculated for
buyback.

GoldCub
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Accepted Currencies = BTC, ETH
Why GoldCub can't be purchased by fiat currencies like USD, Euro or INR?
If we start accepting fiat currencies, it will destroy the transparency of the Platform. Suppose
if you purchase a GoldCub with USD, the USD will go in our bank account, which we have
the total hold. There is no technology available to which public can analyze another person's
bank account. GoldCub signatories can misuse the funds in the bank account.
On other hand BTC, ETH or other cryptocurrencies can be managed transparently via smart
contracts and published on public repositories.

7.3 Utilization of funds raised during ICO

40%

5% Founders Remuneration
10% Reserve

5%
10%

35%
10%

10% Marketing, Bounty for Transectra
35% Invested In Vault Program
40% Development of Transectra

7.4 Safe Hands
All ICO proceeds will be collected in multisig escrow Wallet
All sold GoldCub will be distributed into multiple multisig accounts, each holding different
amounts of Coins. This is done to ensure that no single individual has access to the accounts
holding the Coins. The signers will be senior internal management.

GoldCub
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8 Business Development
8.1 Phases of Diamond Trading Platform
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

GoldCub

Solitaire Listing
Certified loose Diamonds packets
Single Piece diamond studded Jewellery
Designer Jewellery
Designer gold Jewellery
Other precious stones integration
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9 Team
9.1 Team Introduction
GoldCub team comprises of some very dedicated professionals from blockchain, finance
and security industry with extensive skills in relevant arenas. Together they bring expertise
from a wide range of areas which helps GoldCub to create a positive energy in the
development. The crypto currency industry has seen considerable momentum in last few
years and continued to live up to its legacy which requires innovation in products and
services. GoldCub team continuously strives to create a top-notch experience in the field of
Cryptocurrency.
Our team is committed to creating a sustainable financial ecosystem to facilitate true freedom
and control in the world of money, transactions and portfolio management. All the members
of the team share high work ethics along with creativity and high level of technical expertise.
We ensure a truly competitive environment by rewarding advancements in our technology
and recognize the needs of customers more actively because we are consumer centric and
nothing beats the value of customers to us.
Every member of our team is a detail-oriented professional who continuously strives to
deliver a superior experience in the Cryptocurrency arena. Together we aim to solve the
problems fiat money has along with its transaction costs, security, and privacy-related issues.
GoldCub is comprised of young and dynamic team players who have a great passion and
determination to bring change in human lives by transforming their concept of money. Trust
and reputation is a core value that we always do our best to retain. The team at GoldCub
is engaged in various tech communities to help people know more about Cryptocurrency,
blockchain and monetary systems and how changes will revolutionize the total framework.
The vision of the team lies in its deep-rooted passion to create value for customers in the
long run. For this GoldCub is strongly determined to create a sustainable ecosystem where
people are rewarded for their hard-earned income and has complete security over the
process. We believe in the upcoming years GoldCub's team will build a thriving network
where people will take advantage of its platform on a global basis and enhance their world
of money.
Welcome to the future.
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9.2 Team Leaders

LILIAN NITRIS

PAULII GOOD

HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT

HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL MARKETING

Previously: Head Of Development at
Cryptopay

Previously: Advisor for Coinlancer
Co-founder of Coinvestors

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nitris

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulinagood

BORIS OTONICAR

HIMANSHU PANDEY

BLOCKCHAIN DESIGNER

LEAD DEVELOPER WALLET INTEGRATION

Previously: Technical Blockchain Consultant /
Advisor Coinlancer

Previously: XDC-Token, SOAR Coin, CCCoin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
boris-o-46842231/

SAIYED HANIF
FOUNDER-DIAMOND TRADING PLATFORM
Previously: Managing Director
Star Gems & Jwellery Pvt. Ltd.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/himanshupandey-254b67a8/

9.3 Advisors
STEVE GOOD
ICO ADVISOR
Steve is an entrepreneur, ICO Advisor and founder of Coinvestors.io. He has
expertise in digital and technology platforms and business transformation
using innovative and disruptive technologies with specific focus in
cryptocurrency (investing, mining, ICOs).
He is an accomplished entrepreneur and strategist with extensive expertise
at board level, in investment management, banking, energy and retail
sectors, helping businesses create clear visions with concrete goals to deliver
achievable value and results. He has worked for notable companies such as
Infosys, Deloitte and IBM.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevegoodceo/

SEAN W
ICO ADVISOR
Sean Weisbrot is an American with a degree in Psychology from the
University of Florida who lived in China for over 9 years, is fluent and literate
in Mandarin, and currently is working with clients while traveling around the
world.
Sean's current work involves providing clients with Blockchain development,
Blockchain/ ICO/ general consulting, Pre-ICO/ICO fundraising.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sweisbrot/
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10 Legal
10.1 Secured measures for fraudulent activities
Secured measures for fraudulent activities
The anonymous nature of cryptocurrencies makes it beneficial for privacy. Simultaneously,
however, it presents its challenges when used for fraudulent activities – a challenge that
many blockchain-based financial platforms will have to contend with GoldCub, like other
cryptocurrencies, allows anonymity for its users. Thus, p2p GoldCub transfers or GoldCub -tobitcoin/AltCoins transfers are anonymous.
This governance tool will assist in combating money laundering in the GoldCub Platform. The
KYC due diligence will be carried out by WISE Consulting before it exchanges fiat currencies.
To prevent excessive one- time fiat currency withdrawals, withdrawal limits will be set for fiat
currencies from the Platform.

10.2 Risks and Uncertainties
Risk and uncertainties regarding technology, asset prices, and unanticipated events can
materially affect any company. But we strive to diversify our risk by building a solid product
and creating multi-asset portfolios with exposure to wide array of assets. While nonblockchain technologies are more prone to easier technical breaches, GoldCub Is built on
blockchain technology to ensure decentralization in the total process.
There is minimal risk involved during investment in ICO because GoldCub Platform is offering
70% buyback assurance.

11 Customer Care
24/7 Toll Free Number service.
Email Ticket Creation Service

E-mail:
General Queries: info@goldcub.com
Support: support@goldcub.com

Tollfree:
1800 3010 4474

Live Chat
Live Chat Service: www.goldcub.com
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Centralized solution for
Decentralization

Vault Program
Provides opportunity
for Coin holders to earn
extra benefits on their
investment.

Transaction

Customer Care

Lightning speed
Transactions on blockchain
and easy conversion
into fiat currencies.

24/7 Toll Free
Number service.
Email Ticket Creation
Service

Debit Card

Guarantee

GoldCub Comes with
debit card
integration.

75% Buyback
Guarantee of ICO
Investments.

Advisors
Perfect distribution
of assets by world’s
renowned Professional
investment
advisors.

www.goldcub.com
E: info@goldcub.com
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